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Abstract: Radiation management (RM) has been proposed as a conceivable climate engineering (CE)
intervention to mitigate global warming. In this study, we used a coupled climate model (MPI-ESM)
with a very idealized setup to investigate the efficacy and risks of CE at a local scale in space and
time (regional radiation management, RRM) assuming that cloud modification is technically possible.
RM is implemented in the climate model by the brightening of low-level clouds (solar radiation
management, SRM) and thinning of cirrus (terrestrial radiation management, TRM). The region
chosen is North America, and we simulated a period of 30 years. The implemented sustained
RM resulted in a net local radiative forcing of −9.8 Wm−2 and a local cooling of −0.8 K. Surface
temperature (SAT) extremes (90th and 10th percentiles) show negative anomalies in the target region.
However, substantial climate impacts were also simulated outside the target area, with warming in
the Arctic and pronounced precipitation change in the eastern Pacific. As a variant of RRM, a targeted
intervention to suppress heat waves (HW) was investigated in further simulations by implementing
intermittent cloud modification locally, prior to the simulated HW situations. In most cases, the
intermittent RRM results in a successful reduction of temperatures locally, with substantially smaller
impacts outside the target area compared to the sustained RRM.

Keywords: regional radiation management; climate engineering; radiative forcing

1. Introduction

Climate engineering (CE), also referred to as geoengineering, encompasses a set of
technologies and methods to deliberately intervene in the climate system to counteract
global warming [1]. The approach consists of either reducing the amount of solar radiation
absorbed by the Earth, facilitating outgoing long-wave radiation (radiation management,
RM) or enhancing the net carbon sink from the atmosphere (carbon dioxide removal, CDR)
in order to mitigate global warming [2]. In the past few years, CE has garnered significant
attention because, if adequate measures to curb greenhouse gases in the atmosphere are not
implemented rapidly, substantial warming over pre-industrial times can be expected [3–6].

To tackle global warming, the Paris agreement (2015) aims to limit the increase in global-
mean near-surface temperature to below 2 ◦C in comparison to pre-industrial times and to
pursue efforts to limit the increase to below 1.5 ◦C [7,8]. Substantial reductions in greenhouse
gas emissions as well as some amount of CDR are required to do so, but, if such measures are
insufficient or come too late, achieving these goals would imply some sort of RM. However,
RM is expected to be imperfect (e.g., it may lead to overcooling of the tropics and undercooling
of the poles) with potentially severe side effects (e.g., it modifies some precipitation patterns).
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Furthermore, it would not solve the issues of ocean acidification and ocean deoxygenation,
and a putative early termination would cause rapid climate change [9,10]. Thus, RM entails
many social and ethical issues [11] which to some extent also apply to research on RM [12].
However, without a strong reduction in greenhouse gases and in the absence of CE methods
(CDR and RM), anthropogenic climate change could result devastating consequences with
3–4 ◦C or more temperature rise by the end of the 21st century [13–16], which would also
generate significant social and ethical concerns [17].

In this context, RM might be proposed to “shave off” the peak of climate warming
due to anthropogenic greenhouse gases, before the CO2 removal and greenhouse gases
mitigations become sufficient [3,10,18–20]. Quaas et al. (2016) [21] argued that local imple-
mentation of RM seems more likely than a global implementation. One key reason for this
is that different countries or different regions of the world have different preferences with
regard to climate change. A regional implementation might also occur as an interim step
before global action is taken [22]. Various climate projections with RM techniques propose
that the radiative forcing (RF), a measure of energy budget perturbation, is substantially
localized to the region of implementation [23–26].

Local mitigation seems a necessary but not a sufficient condition for regional RM
(RRM) to be of interest, because the climate effects may extend outside the region. The
extended climate effect may be beneficial or detrimental, while the pattern of influence
strongly depends on the region of RRM implementation [10,25]. By using an example, here
we demonstrate that RRM may lead to non-local responses which are modulated by the
atmospheric circulation, and subsequently we demonstrate that limiting RRM also in time
substantially reduces these side-effects.

Proposed RM management schemes involve reflecting solar radiation away from the
Earth’s atmosphere (solar radiation management, SRM [27]) and increasing the outgo-
ing long-wave radiation at the top of the atmosphere (terrestrial radiation management,
TRM [26,28]). SRM techniques aim to manipulate the global temperature by increasing
the albedo of the atmosphere. Among CE options, some SRM techniques are potentially
comparatively inexpensive, technologically feasible and would lead to a rapid response of
the climate system [29,30]. SRM includes methods such as the sulfate aerosol injection into
the stratosphere or increasing the reflectivity of low-level clouds, and possibly also their
lifetime, by adding aerosols to the troposphere [13,18,29,31–34].

The response of climate to stratospheric aerosol injection (SAI) has been investigated in
many modeling studies (e.g., [10,18,19,24,25,34–37]). These suggest that SAI could possibly
stabilize the global mean surface temperature. The problem that equatorial injection of
stratospheric aerosols leads to an overcooling of the tropics relative to the higher latitudes
can possibly be overcome by optimized injection at multiple locations [35]. SAI focusing on
the polar regions can even have a larger influence in high compared to low latitudes [38,39].
Besides cooling, large-scale SAI could lead to consequences such as a shift in precipitation
patterns [20,40], reduction in monsoon precipitation [41] and unmitigated characteristics of
temperature and precipitation extremes [24]. Further, SAI would also delay the recovery of
the ozone layer and enhance environmental risks [18,33,34,42]. However, MacMartin et al.
(2019) [3] suggested that, for a limited deployment of SAI, the projected changes in surface
temperature, precipitation and precipitation minus evaporation are typically smaller than
natural variability.

In addition to SAI, marine cloud brightening (MCB) has been proposed as a possible
SRM approach [43–45]. The suggestion is to modify low-level marine clouds by injecting
aerosols into the marine boundary layer and so increase cloud albedo. Such modification
would produce a negative RF, which implies a cooling of surface temperature [46]. This
approach is most effective in relatively clean areas [43]. Ship tracks and the impact of
volcanic eruptions on marine clouds provide observational evidence of the cloud albedo
effect [47]. Several modeling studies reported that, in principle, MCB has the potential to
cool the Earth substantially [25,29,48].
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Aswathy et al. (2015) [24] examined multi-model simulations of SAI and MCB. They
demonstrated that both methods offset the effect of global warming, with more cooling
in lower latitudes and residual warming in the Arctic. Aswathy et al. (2015) [24] further
discussed the discrepancy in extreme temperature and precipitation for the two different
CE schemes (SAI and MCB). Finally, some studies suggest that sudden termination of SRM
may cause an acceleration of global warming, which is another important risk of SRM [49,50].
However, the sudden termination of strong SRM implementation might not be the most
realistic scenario [51].

Another way of manipulating the net radiative flux of the planet could be through the
thinning of high-level cirrus clouds (deliberate reduction of the cloud cover and optical
thickness) [52,53]. Cirrus thinning reduces the absorption of long-wave radiation emitted
from the Earth’s surface and the atmosphere beneath it, which results in a cooling [26,54,55].
However, altitude, optical depth, cloud microphysics and reflectivity of sunlight play a
pivotal role in cirrus radiative effects [56,57]. Storelvmo et al. (2013) [58] tested the cirrus
thinning hypothesis in a global climate model and found that it has the potential to
counteract anthropogenic global warming. For cirrus cloud modification, a preliminary
estimate of the potential global change in cloud radiative effect of up to −2.8 Wm−2 has
been reported, which could almost offset the RF due to CO2 doubling [26]. However, the
effect of this magnitude is quite theoretical. It could be a complementary measure to SAI if
implemented regionally over polar regions in the winter season. However, cirrus thinning
in the polar regions would modify the equator to the pole temperature gradient [22,38,59].

Previous studies (some of which are discussed above) have provided insight into
various RM methods, their efficacy and risks. Studies that have examined the possibility of
RRM through the dimming of solar radiation were limited to the Arctic [39,59]. Outside the
Arctic, RRM raises critical questions if different countries and regions of the world have a
different perspective on climate change and/or CE. Nevertheless, it is essential to identify
the regional response to climate change [60].

In this context, Quaas et al. (2016) [21] pointed out that RRM could further be limited by
implementing them only “on demand” to target certain climate extreme events, in particular,
heat waves (HW). It is much more homogenous than other climate extremes, for example,
thunderstorms and extreme precipitations. From observations and model projections, it is
evident that, with climate change, the present-day HWs are likely to become more frequent,
intense and longer with a substantial impact on human health [61–65]. In recent decades,
climate models are increasingly able to reproduce climate extremes as well as their response
to forcings [66]. Wang et al. (2013) [67] simulated the effect of RRM by increasing the surface
albedo of urban roofs, which allows for some HW suppression. This implies that mitigation
measures such as RRM could potentially reduce the impact of the HW and its consequences.

In RM research, deployment scenarios play a pivotal role in assessing efficacy and
risks. Most of the RM scenarios are aiming to offset the global mean temperature rise.
However, the recent emphasis is on moderate and restrained deployment [68–70]. In this
study, we considered the scenario of a regional intervention (local mitigation or RRM) in
a mid-latitude region, using a state-of-the-art climate model under the assumption that
cloud modification is technically possible. This study investigated the efficacy and impacts
of regional mitigation by sustained RM, the HW suppression by intermittent RM and its
impacts outside the target region.

2. Data and Methodology
2.1. Model Description

The simulations on which this study relies was performed with a coupled atmosphere–
ocean–land surface model, the Max Planck Institute Earth system model (MPI-ESM) [71].
It consists of the atmospheric component ECHAM6 [72] with T63L47 spectral resolution
(about 1.8◦ in the horizontal, uppermost of the 47 levels at 0.01 hPa) and the ocean compo-
nent Max Planck Institute Ocean Model (MPIOM) [73], which applies an idealized control
mapping grid of about 1.5 ◦ with 40 levels. The atmospheric composition, as well as other
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boundary conditions, are prescribed at pre-industrial conditions. The simulations were
initialized with existing pre-industrial equilibrium simulation and were run for 30 years.
The two reasons to choose the pre-industrial climate are: (i) the practical one that a balanced
equilibrium atmosphere–ocean state is available; and (ii) that the analysis is facilitated
since the only transient perturbation is the imposed one. Although we agree that RRM
would be more realistically tested in a future scenario, it is very unlikely to change the
results. The key mechanisms documented in our study would be equally present no matter
what the baseline climate is. Furthermore, the choice of the scenario would be arbitrary.

2.2. Experimental Design

The aim of these experiments was an analysis of RRM, targeting a continental area
encompassing 32.5◦ N to 47.5◦ N and 112.0◦ W to 92.0◦ W (Figure A1). North America
was chosen somewhat arbitrarily, but there is one key argument: it is a mid-latitude
region where no directly neighboring countries are located in the zonal direction, so that
comparatively little effects of RRM in other countries may be expected. The exact location
of the box within North America is arbitrary and again idealized.

Three types of model experiments were performed. First, a control simulation was
performed without any cloud modification. A second type of simulations was performed
where an idealized regional cloud modification (see Section 2.2.1) was sustained throughout
the simulation over the targeted region. This second type of simulations is referred to as
the “sustained mitigation” experiment and is evaluated against the control simulation. A
third type of simulations was also performed where cloud modification was implemented
only for the periods when in the control simulation there is a HW in the region of interest.
This third type of simulations is used to evaluate the impact of “intermittent mitigation”.

In the above case, the simulation is stopped a little after a HW is detected over the
target area; it is then rewound and restarted with the cloud modification applied for a
short period before, during and after the HW is simulated in the initial simulation. The
scenario is meant to represent the fact that RRM is triggered and then a HW is forecast by
numerical weather prediction. We define HW conditions as periods when the area mean of
daily maximum temperature within the target region exceeds a threshold value, selected
here as 32 ◦C, for at least three consecutive days. In such an event, RRM is implemented
starting 10 days preceding the HW (Figure A2). This 10-day period is a lead time at which
numerical weather prediction is reliable, and long enough to allow the surface temperature
to respond to the cloud modification. RRM is then sustained until one week after the end of
the HW in the original simulation. The simulation with HW suppression then becomes the
main simulation and is continued (consistent with the scenario, Figure A2). If multiple HW
episode occurs within a period (less than 10 days between the HWs), then such events are
combined and treated as a long single HW condition. In this third type of simulations, the
periods with HW suppressions are evaluated against the corresponding periods without
HW suppression that were simulated before the simulation is rewound to apply the cloud
modification.

To reduce the uncertainty associated with the simulated interannual variability, a
six-member ensemble was performed and analyzed. A small ensemble size would be
sufficient for global mean temperature response, while, for deep ocean processes or some
atmospheric extremes, a larger ensemble is required [74]. The ensemble members were
performed only for sustained and intermittent experiments. For the sustained experiment,
each ensemble member used the same external forcing besides a small perturbation in
the atmospheric initial conditions. Thus, the statistics were performed on a period of
6×30 years = 180 years. For the intermittent experiment, the perturbation was applied only
during the HW suppression period (Figure A2).

The cloud modification influences the Earth’s climate by perturbing the Earth’s energy
budget at the top of the atmosphere, which is referred to as the effective radiative forcing
(ERF). It is defined as the difference between the net radiative flux at the top of the
atmosphere for the experiment (with RRM) and the control simulation (without RRM).
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However, since the integration time is short enough, there is still the bulk of the top-of-
atmosphere radiation imbalance that makes up the ERF. To compute statistical significance
levels, a Welch’s unpaired t-test was used [75,76]. In both experiments, a set of climate
extremes was identified with the upper and lower end of the distribution of meteorological
variables, for instance, top and bottom deciles (90th and 10th percentiles, respectively) of
surface temperature [24]. In the following text, the changes in temperature, precipitation,
wind, etc., are the mean changes over 30 years (experiment − control) and local/locally
denote the experiment region.

2.2.1. Cloud Modification

Cloud optical properties have a profound impact on the global radiative effect [46].
Optically thick boundary layer clouds exert a negative radiative effect, by reflecting solar
radiation and little greenhouse effect [46,77], whereas optically thin high-level clouds
have a positive radiative effect by blocking the terrestrial radiation [26]. Here, the cloud
modification is implemented as an alteration to both types of clouds by multiplying the
liquid cloud water content ql by a factor of 10 and multiplying the cloud ice content qi by a
factor of 0.1 in the model, specifically over the target region (ql and qi are local variables in
the radiation module). This modification is made at every time step because the change
does not affect processes other than the radiation. The change intentionally is large to
obtain a climate signal. The MPI-ESM uses a single moment cloud microphysics scheme.
A change in the cloud microphysics would modify the particle size, which feedbacks
in the next time step to the changed cloud water content. This effectively assumes that,
technologically, such a cloud modification is feasible and neglects possible implications
of the specific technology. Since the above modification will work only if ql > 0 and/or
qi > 0, the magnitude of the cloud modification strongly depends on the presence and
thermodynamic phase of cloud layers in the atmospheric column. The cloud modification
effects scale about linearly with the forcing to a first approximation. Here, the climate
model scales the liquid/ice to reduce the vapor, which conserves the cloud water.

3. Results
3.1. Sustained Mitigation

The implemented RM in the climate model (see Section 2.2.1) increases the reflection
of solar radiation by liquid-water clouds (negative radiative effect) and reduces the cirrus
greenhouse effect by allowing more terrestrial radiation to escape to space (i.e., to reduce
the absorption of long-wave radiation emitted from the Earth’s surface and the atmosphere
beneath; negative radiative effect). Both lead to a negative local RF. Figure 1a shows the
diagnosed effective RF (ERF) at the top of the atmosphere, which yields a magnitude of
−9.8± 5 Wm−2 over the target/experiment region. The negative forcing leads to a cooling
of the near surface air temperature (SAT) with a mean of −0.8± 0.7 K in the target region
(Figure 1b). Further, the mean temperature profile also illustrates a reduction compared to
the control simulation (figure not shown).
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Figure 1. (a) Effective radiative forcing (ERF, Wm −2) at the top of the atmosphere; and (b) near-
surface air temperature (SAT, K) change as 30-year average (experiment − control), ensemble average
differences between the sustained RRM and control simulations. Hatched areas are grid cells where
the changes are statistically significant at the 90% level according to a t-test.

The radiative effect of RRM was further untangled by a separate assessment of the two
different cloud modifications (thickening of liquid clouds, mainly in the solar spectrum,
and thinning of ice clouds, mainly in the terrestrial spectrum) to find that the thickening
of the liquid cloud contributes 54% to the total regional forcing, with the remainder from
the thinning of ice clouds (figure not shown). An important result of the simulation is
that, besides this intended effect, also a high latitude warming is evident over the Alaskan
region, which is statistically significant at 90% confidence level.

From the geographical distribution, the main contributor to the high latitude warming
is the anomalous warming simulated to the northwest of the experimental region (Alaskan
region). As a consequence of the local cooling, there is a weakening of surface westerly
wind flow resulting in an anomalous north to northwesterly flow in the western Pacific
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between 30◦ N and 60◦ N and between 120◦ W and 180◦ W (Figure 2a). This anomalous flow
favors incursions of warm air masses from mid-latitude to high latitudes. Associated with
RRM and high latitude warming, significant changes in circulation and geopotential height
are also noted at higher altitudes. The positive anomalies of geopotential and temperature
at 500 hPa result in an anomalous anticyclonic circulation over the warm region and a
cyclonic circulation over the target region (Figure 2b).

Figure 2. The same as Figure 1 but for: (a) 1000 hPa air temperature (K) and wind vector (ms−1); and
(b) 500 hPa air temperature (color shades), wind vector (ms−1), geopotential height (m, contours
from −4 to 4 by 2) and wind vector anomaly.

The above circulations result in the convergence of warm air (anticyclonic) and diver-
gence of cold air (cyclonic) above the respective regions. This teleconnection is analogous to
the finding of Kug et al. (2015) [78], although it suggests an influence of Arctic warming on
North American cold winters, which is the opposite interpretation of causation. Note that,
in our simulations, the causation is imposed by construction. There is some seasonality
to the results. The colder winters in North America in response to RRM are the major
contributor to anomalous Arctic warming. The anomalous cold winter due to RRM cooling
provides a favorable condition for the Arctic warming through the poleward intrusion of
warm air from mid-latitudes (Figure 2).

Furthermore, the sea ice area fraction shows a decrease over the Alaskan region, which
is associated with sustained warming of the Alaskan region due to the North American
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RRM. In turn, in the polar region, the sea ice fraction shows an increase (Figure A3a).
The change in sea ice fraction could be related to the seasonality in ERF. It has both
contributions from ice and liquid cloud modifications (figure not shown), with a relatively
significant negative ERF in the winter season, which leads to seasonality in SAT as well.
The seasonality in the RRM induced SAT anomaly (Figure A4) leads to an imbalance
between summer ice melt and winter ice growth (Figure A3b,c), which accelerates sea ice
loss around the Alaskan region, especially in the Bering Sea and the Sea of Okhotsk.

An even more pronounced effect outside the targeted area is found when considering
SAT extremes as defined by the top and bottom deciles of the temporal distribution at
each grid point (Figure 3). The geographical distribution of change in the top decile of the
SAT shows a cooling of the temperatures over the experiment region and exhibits a spatial
pattern that is similar to the mean SAT change pattern, with local cooling. However, in the
bottom decile of the SAT distribution, along with the expected reduction over the target
area, significant warming is simulated over much of the high latitudes (between 60◦ N and
90◦ N) of the Northern Hemisphere, with a statistical significance at a confidence level of
90%. Indeed, in the bottom decile of the SAT, the warmings are statistically significant,
especially over the Arctic, emphasizing the non-local influence of RRM, attributable to
the teleconnection mechanism discussed above. The signal in the bottom decile is noisy,
however, with some—less significant—negative anomalies in the high latitudes as well.

Figure 3. The sam as Figure 1 but for the change in: (a) top decile (90th percentile); and (b) the bottom
decile (10th percentile) of the temporal distribution of surface temperature. A 90% significance level
is shown as dotted.
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For precipitation, the RRM simulation shows a slight local increase by on average
0.02 mm day−1, despite the cooling (Figure 4). However, pronounced alterations of pre-
cipitation are also simulated elsewhere across the globe, especially in the eastern Pacific
region. The large positive precipitation anomalies in the eastern Pacific warm pool re-
gion are related to an RRM teleconnection. It can be delineated from the time series of:
(1) standardized SAT anomaly in the RRM region; (2) standardized sea surface temperature
(SST) anomaly in the Ni no3.4 region (5◦ S to 5◦ N, 120◦ W to 170◦ W); and (3) standardized
total precipitation anomaly in the eastern Pacific (0◦ S to 10◦ S, 148◦ W to 180◦ W). Figure 5
shows the relationship among SAT, SST and precipitation, each in the distinct regions.
Although RRM results in a local reduction in temperature on average, there exists vari-
ability in the local cooling. The time series illustrates a negative correlation between SAT
in the RRM region with Ni no3.4 SST and precipitation. The negative correlation implies
that the intensity of the local RRM cooling has a significant teleconnection to the Pacific
warming/cooling which leads to positive/negative precipitation anomalies.

Figure 4. The same as Figure 1 but for change in total precipitation (mm/day).

The teleconnection is further investigated by analyzing the composite anomalies of SAT,
precipitation and wind vector when: (1) the standardized SAT anomaly is greater than −1.0 K;
and (2) the standardized SAT anomaly is less than −1.0 K in the RRM region. Figure 6 shows
the co-variability of the local SAT variability with global climate. During relatively small
cooling (SAT > −1.0 K) conditions, the climate variability is analogous to La Ni na conditions
with a cool Pacific Ocean SST and a dry western Pacific (Figure 6a). It is associated with a
divergent wind vector anomaly in the eastern Pacific along with northerly wind flow, and
an anticyclonic circulation over the north-central Pacific, which relates to the warm SAT
anomalies. However, periods of strong cooling in the RRM region (SAT anomaly < −1.0 K)
relate to climate variability similar to El Ni no conditions (Figure 6b).

During the strong RRM cooling episodes (time periods below the dotted line in Figure 5),
relatively strong cooling is simulated over North America and East Asia, while significant
warming is simulated for the tropics (central Pacific). In the tropics, SAT patterns reflect
the SST pattern. Positive SAT anomalies are also simulated for the high latitudes over the
northeast Pacific and extend well into the Alaskan region. As a consequence of significant
local cooling, the surface westerly wind weakens and results in an anomalous northerly flow,
which contributes to the anomalous warming in the Alaskan region. Additionally, it results
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in an equatorial wind convergence and enhances the convection in the west Pacific, thus the
precipitation (Figure 6b).
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Figure 5. Time evolution of the standardized anomalies of surface air temperature (SAT) in the RRM
region (red line), the sea surface temperature (SST) in the Ni no3.4 region (5◦ S to 5◦ N, 120◦ W to
170◦ W, blue line) and total precipitation in the east Pacific region (0◦ S to −10◦ S, 148◦ E to 180◦ E,
green line). The standardized anomalies are averaged for the respective regions. The dashed line
shows the SAT at −1.0 in the RRM region, which differentiates the strong and weak cooling scenarios.

Graf and Davide (2012) [79] demonstrated teleconnections between El Ni no and
Atlantic/European regional climates, which involve a dynamic coupling of the troposphere
with the stratosphere. A similar coupling mechanism is also noticeable when assessing the
position of the sub-tropical jet streams in the two simulations (Figure 6). Situations with
relatively limited RRM local cooling show little change in the position of the jet (Figure 6a).
However, intense local SAT change is correlated with a shift of the jet core towards the
Equator over the north Pacific (Figure 6a). This dynamical coupling mechanism can be
further explained by upper tropospheric circulations (Figure A5a,b). In the Northern
Hemisphere mid-latitudes, the stream function anomalies are similar to the geopotential
height anomalies in terms of their pattern, with anti-cyclonic and cyclonic circulation
anomalies in the positive and negative stream function positions, respectively.
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Figure 6. (a) Composite anomalies relative to the control simulation of surface air temperature (SAT
in K, color scale), precipitation (mm/day, green contours are for positive and brown contours for
negative anomalies, contours from −2.0 to 2.0 with a spacing of 0.25) and wind vector (ms−1) at the
surface for conditions in which the standardized SAT in the RRM region is greater than −1.0 K; and
(b) the same as (a) but for conditions in which the standardized SAT in the RRM region is smaller
than −1.0 K. The green (experiment) and yellow (control) dotted lines represent the core of the jet
stream (ms−1, max. zonal wind between 300 and 200 hPa).

During the time of relatively little RRM cooling (SAT anomaly > −1.0 K), a pro-
nounced chain of significant positive stream function anomalies, as well as anti-cyclonic
circulations in the Northern Hemisphere, is simulated. Over the western Pacific, upper-
level convergence can be noticed (Figure 6c). The upper-level convergence and lower-level
divergence explain the negative precipitation anomalies (Figures 6a and A5a). On the other
hand, composite anomalies for relatively strong RRM cooling (SAT anomaly <−1.0 K) re-
late to a pronounced chain of significant negative stream function anomalies with cyclonic
conditions in the Northern Hemisphere with negative geopotential height field. It appears
that the strong low-level convergence and upper-level divergence over the western Pacific
lead to pronounced precipitation in this region (Figure 6b and A5b). These anomalies are
associated with the intensity of RRM cooling, and the proposed link mechanism is the
dynamic coupling of the troposphere with the upper troposphere.
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As discussed above, the chosen location for RRM is somewhat arbitrary and it could be
applied over other regions as well. Additional experiments with RRM implemented over
the central European region indicate that our key conclusion holds. Assuming that clouds
can be modified, a regional ERF and thus regional temperature change can be achieved.
Furthermore, remote effects outside the target region are also visible (not discussed here).

3.2. Intermittent Mitigation

As discussed above, sustained limited-area climate engineering can result in sub-
stantial climate alterations in other regions. In light of this, RRM can be less attractive
than it initially might seem. Consequently, we now investigate to what extent RRM, if
implemented in a temporally intermittent (non-continuous) way, may be useful to suppress
harmful extreme weather conditions—here HWs are selected—without causing substantial
impact outside the targeted region. Sixteen HWs occur during the three decades of our
“intermittent mitigation” simulation (Table 1).

Table 1. An overview of the years, beginning (10 days before HW) and end date (7 days after HW) of
the intermittent RRM experiment.

No Year No Begin Date End Date HW Length (Days)

1. Y02 1851-07-01 1851-08-10 23
2. Y04 1853-07-19 1853-08-10 06
3. Y05 1854-07-12 1854-08-09 04
4. Y10 1859-07-18 1859-08-14 11
5. Y11 1860-06-24 1860-07-17 07
6. Y12 1861-07-09 1861-08-19 06
7. Y14 1863-06-21 1863-08-03 04
8. Y18 1867-06-25 1867-07-29 09
9. Y19 1868-08-06 1868-08-28 06
10. Y21 1870-07-09 1870-08-22 28
11. Y24 1873-07-15 1873-08-03 07
12. Y24 1874-07-03 1874-08-11 23
13. Y25 1875-07-20 1875-08-20 15
14. Y27 1877-06-22 1877-08-05 28
15. Y29 1878-06-24 1879-07-24 14
16. Y30 1879-07-15 1879-08-21 21

Figure 7 illustrates the evaluation of a case with ensemble mean HW suppression
against the corresponding period without HW suppression. The RRM deployed HW
suppression leads to local cooling and retains the temperature below the HW threshold
temperature of 32 ◦C. We selected a case for Figure 7 that shows a clear avoidance of the
HW, whereas in other cases HW mitigation is not as efficient (Figure A6). In most cases,
the mitigation acts to reduce the HW, even if it does not completely avoid exceeding the
threshold temperature. The reason is that the magnitude of mitigation strongly depends
on the presence of suitable clouds, where the HW with clear skies implies no alteration is
introduced. The time average (30 years) of the ERF (Figure 8b) is much smaller than in the
case of the sustained RRM. Similarly, the SAT changes are also much smaller (Figure 8b).
However, a significantly positive SAT anomaly is simulated to the north of the RRM region.
Likewise, the temperature extremes, top and bottom deciles of SAT distribution, also reveal
a less significant impact outside the target region (Figure 8c,d). However, the bottom decile
exhibits an enhanced cooling in the northeastern part and warming to the north of the
RRM region.
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Figure 7. Time evolution of the RRM area-averaged daily maximum surface air temperature (◦C)
for a HW condition (red line, dark blue simulation with HWs in Figure A2) and the corresponding
ensemble mean HW mitigation (blue line), with a heat wave duration in the control of 28 days (refer
to Figure A2 for a detailed description of intermittent RRM experiment). The horizontal dotted line
at 32 ◦C represents the threshold of HWs (refer to Figure A6 for the time evolution of the SAT in all
individual identified and suppressed HWs).
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Figure 8. For intermittent RRM simulation: (a) effective radiative forcing (ERF, Wm −2) at the top of
the atmosphere; and (b) mean change in near-surface air temperature (SAT, K) response. Hatched
areas in (b) are grid cells where significant at the 90% level by the t-test. Change in (c) top decile
(90th percentile) (d) bottom decile (10th percentile) of temperature distribution. The difference shown
are 30-year ensemble ensemble average between the HW suppression and control simulations (In
Figure A2, the light blue lines indicate control simulation and the dashed red line in the intermittent
simulation represents the ensemble part). Hatched areas in (c,d) are grid cells where significant at the
90% level by the t-test.

These results suggest that intermittent local HW suppression could have potential—
although not systematic—benefits on human and ecosystem health [61] with smaller side
effects than permanent HW suppression. However, we also underline that it is not possible
to intervene, even intermittently, without any consequences elsewhere at all.

4. Conclusions

It has been suggested that, rather than global CE implementation, RRM might be
more plausible from a geopolitical viewpoint as it may be considered by some countries
or groups of countries who have their own climate preferences [21]. In this study, we
used a coupled climate model, MPI-ESM, to assess the implementation of RRM. This
implementation considers an idealized alteration of clouds in the model. For this reason,
we employed a modification of cloud properties (only in the radiation module) by scaling
both liquid and ice clouds to generate optically thick boundary layer clouds and thinner
high clouds, both generating a negative RF. The radiative perturbation resulting from this
is quite large and no known technology could achieve it.

However, the experiment is useful in that it provides an estimate for the size of the
outcome to be expected for a large perturbation. Any smaller perturbation is expected to
have a smaller outcome as well as smaller side effects. Our study addressed the impact of
RRM and its consequences. We chose here the example of RRM implemented over North
America. Local ERF is −9.8 Wm−2 with a local cooling of −0.8 K. However, substantial
effects outside the target region are also noticed. Especially over the Alaskan region,
substantial warming is simulated and can be traced to a weakening of surface westerly
wind flow. This warming is enhanced by north and northwesterly flow at the surface,
along with 500 hPa anti-cyclonic flow over Alaska and a cyclonic circulation over the target
region.
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A slight increase in the local precipitation of 0.02 mm day−1 is noticed, despite the
local cooling. Pronounced precipitation changes are also simulated outside the target area,
especially in the eastern Pacific. Our analysis revealed that the relatively strong local RRM
cooling results in a weakening of surface westerly wind and leads to equatorial wind
convergence over the central Pacific. This, in turn, leads to a warm Pacific Ocean SST
anomaly and enhances the precipitation in the eastern Pacific. The upper-level (200 hPa)
anomalies for stream function, wind vector and geopotential height also reveal the dynamic
coupling of the troposphere with the stratosphere.

In a second step, we studied the feasibility of deploying RRM to mitigate specific
harmful weather events that may occur more intensely and more frequently in a warming
climate. We chose to target HWs and did so by implementing temporally intermittent
RRM, which would presumably lead to less inadvertent effects. The idealized HW suppres-
sion scenario assumes accurate predictability of HWs. The results suggest that HWs are
mitigated locally with the intermittent implementation of cloud modification by retaining
the SAT below the threshold of 32 ◦C in some cases. Further, the long-term effect of HW
suppression shows that the intermittent RRM results in much smaller time-average forcing,
surface temperature, or precipitation changes compared to the sustained RRM. However,
some regional changes outside the target region are still simulated.

This study is illustrative of what RRM may look like and what its consequences could
be, which relies on a hypothetical scenario [21]. Idealized studies like this one are crucial
to quantify the regional effect of CE and its consequences on neighboring or more remote
regions. Most of the RRM studies have focused so far on the polar [22,38,39,59] and oceanic
regions [25,43,44], while RRM studies focusing on continental areas are sparse. Such
studies are relevant because different countries and regions of the world have different
perspectives on climate change and/or CE. Although it is idealized, our study shows that
it would not be appropriate to implement RRM unilaterally, if such RRM technologies
become available in the future.
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Appendix A

Figure A1. The geographical location of the RRM region ( 32.5◦ N to 47.5◦ N, 112.0◦ W to 92.0◦

W). The blue and the green/brown colors indicate the ocean and the orography, respectively (data
sources: [80]).

Year1 Year2 Year3 Year4 Year5 Year6 Year28 Year29 Year30

Control Simulation

Intermittent Simulation

Year1

Year2

Year3 Year4 Year5

Year6 Year28

Year29

Year30

HW1

Year2 HW2

Year3 HW3

Year6 HW15

Year29 HW16

Year30

Figure A2. Schematic representations of the control and intermittent simulations. The long-term
consequences of HW suppression is estimated from the 30-year mean control and intermittent
simulation. The light blue lines indicate control simulation, dark blue lines indicate year without
HWs, dark blue lines with red peaks indicate year with HWs and the green lines indicate year with
HW suppression. The dashed red line in the intermittent simulation represents the ensemble part.
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Figure A3. The changes in sea ice area fraction in the Northern Hemisphere due to sustained RRM:
(a) in annual mean; (b) during summer (JJA); and (c) during winter (DJF).

Figure A4. For the sustained RRM simulations, seasonal change in SAT: (a) for the summer season
(JJA); and (b) for the winter season (DJF).
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Figure A5. For the sustained RRM simulations: (a) composite anomalies of the stream function
(ms−1, shaded), wind vector (ms−1) and geopotential height (m, red contours are for positive and
blue contours for negative anomalies) at 200 hPa for conditions in which the standardized SAT in the
RRM region greater than −1.0 K; and (b) the sam as (a), but for conditions in which the standardized
SAT in the RRM region is less than −1.0 K.
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Figure A6. Time evaluations of the area-averaged daily maximum surface air temperature (◦C) for
the simulation with HW (red curve) and with HW suppression (blue curve).
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